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PRECISION  
COMPONENTS  
FOR MACHINE  
TOOLS



COMPETENCE  
MEETS  
PRECISION

 
Founded in 1979, HELLMERICH Precision Components today employs just 

under 100 staff at its Seeboden site in Austria. We develop and produce 

high-precision system units and modular functional units for machine tools. 

We aim to make practically everything possible for our customers and are 

happy to develop customized solutions for their individual machining needs.



AN OVERVIEW OF OUR 
RANGE OF PRODUCTS 

INDUSTRIES  
AND AREAS OF  
APPLICATION

HELLMERICH’s precision components are used across the 

world in machine tools, particularly in the automotive 

and heavy equipment sectors as well as for products with 

powertrain components. HELLMERICH manufactures 

components for international Original Equipment Manu-

facturers at the Austrian site to the highest of production 

standards. The units are used for motor and gearbox 

components, vehicle chassis parts, and braking system 

components, to name just a few examples.

MACHINING CENTERS

LATHES 

ROTARY DIAL MACHINES

SPECIAL MACHINES

TRANSFER CENTERS

PRODUCTS:  

MACHINING UNITS

TOOL CHANGE SYSTEMS

DRIVEN TOOLS

SERVICES: 

PRECISION PARTS

UNIT ASSEMBLY

SERVICING

HELLMERICH  
TECHNOLOGY IS  
SUITABLE FOR:



HELLMERICH technology is used primarily in the production lines of 

the automotive industry. As well as needing to achieve a high level of 

precision, the components also need to be durable enough to with- 

stand the stresses of continuous serial production.

In order to ensure that these high quality standards are maintained, 

HELLMERICH covers almost the entire value chain with state-of-the-art 

machinery within the company.

YOUR ONE STOP  
FOR ALL  
PROCESSES

 



You too can benefit from our distinctly vertical integration, 

with modern machinery and our employees’ many years of 

experience in production technology. The company’s portfolio 

ranges from 3D design and air-conditioned precision machining 

to the company’s own hardening facility, through to quality 

assurance with state-of-the-art measuring devices.

TURNING

MILLING

GEAR CUTTING

HARDENING

GRINDING

JIG BORING

3D MEASUREMENT

BLACK-OXIDE FINISHING

LASER MARKING

PASSIONATE ABOUT  
RELIABILITY AND  
PRECISION



HELLMERICH develops and manufactures bespoke machining units 

tailored perfectly to your machine concept and your part requirements. 

This means that the unit can be customized for any type of metal 

cutting. Many different products can be machined, including a wide 

variety of components, particularly motor and gearbox components, 

vehicle chassis parts and braking system components.

MACHINING UNITS 
SUITABLE FOR ANY 
METAL CUTTING TASK

 



MULTI-SPINDLE HEADS 

MILL AND ARBOR MILL HEADS 

ANGULAR HEADS 

QUILL UNITS

HEAVY MACHINING UNITS 

CROSS-FEED AND PRECISION TURNING UNITS

SPINDLE UNITS

The units are each available in different versions, with 

either coolant, minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) or 

dry machining.

MILL HEADS HEAVY MACHINING UNITS SPECIAL MACHINING UNITS

MULTI-SPINDLE HEADS QUILL UNITS

SAW HEADS

ANGULAR HEADS



The flexible HELLMERICH tool change systems are used in 

machining centers, rotary dial machines, transfer centers, 

lathes and turn-mill-centers.

TOOL CHANGE  
SYSTEMS:  
FAST AND FLEXIBLE

 



HELLMERICH’S disk turrets or special tool carriers are 

a great choice for, among other things, use in horizontal 

and vertical lathes. Using these systems, HELLMERICH 

improves the accessibility of the workpiece spindle in 

the machine by the axis of the tool disk being markedly 

offset from the drive thereof. 

The disk turret can be equipped with a combination of 

fixed and driven tools. The systems can also be used for 

reverse machining & heavy machining.

DISK TURRETS (DTH)

HELLMERICH crown turret heads achieve impressively short chip-to-chip times of 

< 1.5 seconds. The high level of rigidity they achieve, thanks to their short projection length 

and compact design, means you can expect precision from these crown turret heads.  

The crown turret heads are available in three models and different magazine capacities.

CROWN TURRET  
HEADS (CTH)

CTH 15

_6- or 8-position design  
_HSK 32, 40, 50 
_compact, space-saving and fast

CTH 25

_6- or 8-position design  
_HSK 63, 80 
_can be used universally

CTH 27

_6-position design 
_HSK 63, 80 
_for heavy-duty metal cutting tasks

DTH

_comes with 8, 12, and 16 positions 
and in right- and left-hand models

_all standard tool interfaces can be 
implemented

_in different sizes



The units are based on a standardized modular system, 

but can also be adjusted to meet your own individual require-

ments. All standard interfaces are available in various sizes:

DRIVEN TOOLS  
FOR ANY  
APPLICATION

 

HSK  (D IFFERENT DESIGNS)

SK,  CAT,  MAS-BT,  COROMANT-CAPTO® 

VDI  (DIFFERENT DRIVES DIN5480/5481/5482,  BEVEL GEAR,  DRIVING DOG,  SPUR COUPLING)

ABS,  ARBOR MILLING INTERFACES 

COLLET CHUNKS  (D IFFERENT VERSIONS)



Different single spindle, multi-spindle 

and axis offset versions are possible, 

as are versions in lightweight design, 

with angular adjustment or C-axis 

adjustment.

DRILLING

TAPPING

REAMING AND MILLING

STRAIGHT DESIGN ANGLED DESIGN 
90 DEGREES

ANGLED DESIGN 
CUSTOMIZED

SPINDLE SPEEDER IN  
DIFFERENT POWER STAGES

_HPC-SLS-004 
_HPC-SLS-040 
_HPC-SLS-100



At HELLMERICH, we not only develop and manufacture 

machining units for machine tools, but we also produce the 

precision parts required for this purpose and assemble the 

system units in-house.

MANUFACTURING  
SERVICES: PRECISION 
STARTS WITH THE 
SMALLEST OF DETAILS

 



GEARBOXES 

Manufacturing of prototypes  
and small batches

FIXTURES

HELLMERICH is equipped to manufacture rotating and prismatic part 

configurations. We also manufacture individual parts from drawings 

provided by our customers.

PRECISION PARTS

SPINDLES 

in accordance with DIN 69001, DIN 69002 
or in a special design

We do not just manufacture precision parts based on customer drawings – 

we also assemble these to form complete system units and functional units. 

Prior to shipping, all assemblies are checked using state-of-the-art testing 

stations to ensure they work properly and have the right quality.

SYSTEM UNITS 

CASING AND STRUCTURAL PARTS SPINDLE BODIESGEARBOX PARTS, TOOTHED SHAFTS



We are your competent partner when it comes to maintaining, servicing, 

and repairing HELLMERICH’S products as well as machine components from 

other manufacturers. Our experts will also be able to help you with product 

modifications and retrofitting. 

For maximum equipment availability, our trained service personnel carries out 

maintenance work, repairs and preventative measures promptly and quickly.

HELLMERICH AFTER 
SALES SERVICE:  
RELIABLE AND  
COMPETENT

 

Our experienced experts will be on hand to help you with any 

maintenance you need for your assemblies. The quality of 

the assemblies is then checked using our testing stations and 

coordinate measuring machines.

We also service and repair all Ketterer RK15, RK25 and RK27 

crown turret heads, and their accessories.

REPAIRS AND 
MAINTENANCE

SPARE PARTS

MAINTENANCE

REPAIRS & SERVICING

RETOOLING

ON-SITE SERVICING

SPINDLE SERVICING

PRODUCT TRAINING

YOUR RELIABLE PARTNER FOR 
THE ENTIRE LIFE CYCLE OF THE 
PRODUCT:



We guarantee that you will be able to 

obtain spare parts for all the machining 

units, tool change systems, or driven tools 

that we supply at short notice.

SPARE PARTS 
SUPPLIED  

AT SHORT NOTICE

HELLMERICH has been working in spindle manufacturing 

for decades, assisting customers with services such as tool 

spindle repair and servicing. After the running-in process, all 

spindles are approved at our testing station.

SPINDLE SERVICING 

BY SPECIALISTS



phone: +43 4762 4931-0 
office@hellmerich.com 
www.hellmerich.com

RELIABLE.    
LONG-LASTING.
ECONOMICAL.

“HPC” Produktions GmbH
Seebacher Straße 40
9871 Seeboden - Austria

HELLMERICH is certified to quality standard 
ISO 9001:2015 and environmental manage-

ment system standard ISO 14001:2015.
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